upright in the same direction relatively to the direction of the maker's inscription, and the distinctive number of the bar was painted on the upper end of each; the end on which it was painted being that which is called " the Lettered End." The bars rested thus for several days, with the lettered end upwards.
The following apparatus was prepared for the experiments:-A wooden frame was constructed about 11^ feet in length; and this length, in the use of the frame, was placed very approximately in the direction of magnetic E. and W . Its ridge was 21 feet N. of the old front, or 13 feet N. of the new front, of the anteroom of the Magnetic Observatory. The upper and essential part of the frame consisted of two planes, each about 2 feet broad; of which one was very approximately in the position transverse to the direction of dip at Greenwich; and the other, at right angles to the former, included in its plane the direction of dip. These are called " Equatorial Plane" and 46 Dip Plane " respectively. Ledges of wood were attached to the planes, for the support of flagstones resting on the planes and lying parallel to them. And whether the wooden surface or the stone surface was employed, a frame of laths was placed upon it, which retained the length of each bar in the position nearest to the vertical, and prevented one bar from touching another. In this position the bars were struck with a hammer. I f they were upon the equatorial plane, any induced magnetism was instantly struck out of them ; if upon the dip plane, they became powerfully magnetized, the lower end having the same properties as the marked end of a compass-needle, or being charged with austral magnetism.
For testing the magnetism, a vertical wooden rod was provided, carrying two horizontal planes or stages, also of wood. The upper stage supported a prismatic K ater's compass, with which a well-defined mark (the ball-mast) was viewed, and its apparent azimuth was read. The lower stage supported the bar under experiment, which was placed in a horizontal position below the compass, at the distance of 5 inches, as nearly as could be conveniently measured, between the centre of the compass-needle and the centre of the bar. The reading of the compass-card under view increases as the card turns in the direction opposite to that of the sun's diurnal motion. From this it will appear that when the end of a bar, which has been downwards on the dip surface, is placed eastward on the lower plane, the austral magnetism of that end will attract the needle's south end towards the east, and will cause the card-reading to increase.
The bars were numerated as follows:-(Hot-Rolled Longitudinal) Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 (painted in w hite); (Hot-Rolled Transversal) Nos. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 (painted in black); (Cold-Rolled Longitudinal) Nos. 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 (painted in red ); (Cold-Rolled Transversal) Nos. 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 (painted in blue). In the conduct of the experiments, the following rules were uniformly followed:-The bars of the different classes were systematically intermixed, the same order being preserved in the whole series of experiments. Thus the order in which they were placed upon either plane (equatorial or dip), and the order in which their effects in disturbing the compass were observed, was always the following:- The bars, when on the equatorial plane, were struck in the order 1 to 24 of the " Order of Position, or Experiment; " when on the dip plane, they were struck in the opposite order. They were always placed on the experimental stage under the compass in the order 1 to 24 of the " Order of Position, or Experiment." A printed skeleton form had been prepared, and the entries in it of the compass-readings were made without the slightest risk of confusion. The lettered end of the bar was always in the first instance placed towards the east; and, as soon as the compass-card was read, the bar was reversed in length, and its lettered end placed towards the west, and the compass-card was again read. The difference between these two readings (which has been carefully verified by examination, and by collateral formation and difference of sums of readings) is the number recorded in this paper. The zero, or card-reading when no bar was near, was usually taken at the beginning and at the end of each experiment, merely to enable me to detect erroneous readings, but no further use was made of it. In two instances in Experiment 13, the presumption of error of 5° (undetected at the proper moment) was so strong, and the uncertainty as to the side on which the error was made was so great, that I judged it best to omit them, and to multiply the result for four bars by -f, in order to produce the result for six bars.
The " Diff. readings " in the following Tables denotes the excess, with its proper alge braical sign, of the compass-reading when the lettered end of the bar is East above the compass-reading when the lettered end is West, and is taken as measure of the inten sity of magnetism of the bar. W hen the bars have been struck with the lettered end downwards, the " Diff. readings " is positive.
Experiment 1, 1862, February 6, 0b. The bars were brought from the painting-room, and were immediately tried. Total sum .
The sign of the magnetism in this experiment is opposite to that which would have been given by terrestrial induction upon the bars in the position in which they had been standing for many days. I t appears therefore that the magnetism had been produced by some circumstance in the manufacture, and that the terrestrial action upon the bars in a quiescent state had not reversed or destroyed it.
The bars were deposited on the flagstones of the equatorial plane, lettered end upwards.
Experiment 2, February 7, 0h.
The bars, without being struck or subjected to any other violence, were tried. Total sum . . . + 2 2 7° 10'. The magnetism, it appears, had very slightly diminished. The bars were returned to the equatorial plane. , Experiment 3, February 7, l h. Each bar as it lay on the flagstones of the equatorial plane, lettered end upwards, was struck with three rather heavy blows, from the unlettered to the lettered end. The hammer used was a geological hammer, weighing (with handle) about 2 f lbs., and it fell in the blows about 2 feet. The bars were immediately examined. Total sum . . . -728° 35'. Upon the whole, the antecedent magnetism is destroyed, and a small amount of mag netism of the opposite kind is left, but it is distributed very capriciously among the bars. It seems to have no relation to the former magnetism.
The bars were immediately placed on the flagstones of the dip plane, with lettered end upwards, and were immediately struck with the same hammer and in the same manner as above, but were not examined on this day. Experiment 4, February 7, 22h.
The bars had been resting on the flagstones of the dip plane since Feb. 7, l h, with lettered end upwards, and without further disturbance were taken from it for examina tion. Total sum . . . -541° 45'. The bars were immediately returned to the flagstones of the dip plane, in the same position as before, with lettered end upwards, and were immediately struck for the next experiment.
Experiment 5, February 7, 23h. The bars on the flagstones of the dip plane, with lettered end upwards, were struck each with three blows, with the same hammer and with the same force as in Experi ment 5. Total sum . . . -520° 57'. The magnetism of the bars is, upon the whole, slightly diminished. The bars were placed on the flagstones of the dip plane, with lettered end downwards, and were left undisturbed in that state.
Experiment 6, February 10, 23h.
The bars, which had been resting undisturbed on the dip plane with lettered end downwards for three days, were taken out for examination without striking or disturb ance. Total sum . . . -418° 20'. About ^th part of the magnetism has been destroyed by three days' exposure to anta gonistic terrestrial magnetism.
The bars were returned to the dip-plane flagstones in the same position, with lettered end downwards.
Experiment 7, February 11, 0h. The bars, immediately after the last examination, were returned to the flagstone dip plane with lettered end downwards, and each bar was struck once lightly at its centre with a joiner's hammer, weighing with its handle about ^ lb., and were immediately examined. Total sum . . . + 293° 35f. The light blow has destroyed the former magnetism, and has given an opposite magnetism of nearly three-fourths its amount.
The bars were returned to the flagstones of the dip plane in the same position, with lettered end downwards.
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Experiment 8, February 12, 0h.
The bars had not been disturbed in any way since the last examination. They had been resting on the flagstones of the dip plane, with lettered end downwards.
Hot-rolled
Hot Total sum . . . +272° 15;. It is remarkable that the magnetism, though favoured by the inductive force of terrestrial magnetism, has in this day's rest somewhat diminished.
The bars were returned to the flagstones of the dip plane, with lettered end downwards.
Experiment 9, February 12, l h. The bars on the flagstones of the dip plane, with lettered end downwards, were struck each three times (from top to bottom) with the light hammer and with light blows, and were immediately examined. Total sum . . . -33° 40'. The bars were returned to the flagstones of equatorial plane, lettered end downwards.
Experiment 12, February 20, 23h.
The flagstones had been removed, and the bars were lying on the wooden boards of the equatorial plane, with the lettered end upwards. Each bar was slightly rapped three times with a wooden mallet, weighing about I f lb. It would appear that, after a certain diminution, the shocks on the equatorial plane have no tendency to reduce the magnetism further.
The bars were placed on the wood of the dip plane, with lettered end upwards.
Experiment 13, February 21, 0h.
The bars upon the boards of the dip plane, with lettered end upwards, were fairly struck each three times with the mallet. The readings for bars 7 and 10 appeared suspicious, and have been omitted, the " sum ", for the second series being formed by multiplying the sum for bars 8, 9, 11, 12 by f . I t scarcely differs from that which would have been given by the use of the recorded numbers.
The bars were returned to the wood of the dip plane, with lettered end downwards.
mdccclxii.
Experiment 14, February 21, l h. The bars upon the wood surface of the dip plane, with lettered end downwards, were struck each with one light blow of the wooden mallet. Total sum . . . -4-121° 5'. The bars were placed on the wood of the dip plane, with lettered end upwards, and were struck each three times with the wooden mallet, and so left. The mallet was raised about a foot for each blow. Total sum 386° 25'.
Experiment IT, March 24, l h.
Immediately after the last examination, the bars were placed on the wood of the equatorial plane, lettered end downwards, and were struck with the wooden mallet very lightly, the mallet being lifted about 2 inches, each bar three times. As soon as the series of blows was finished, the bars were struck again in the same manner. They were then immediately examined. The bars were placed on the wood of the equatorial plane, lettered end upwards.
OF HOT-ROLLED AND COLD-ROLLED MALLEABLE
Experiment 18, March 24, 2h. The bars on the wood of the equatorial plane, lettered end upwards, were struck with the mallet, each bar three times, the mallet being raised more than 1 foot; and the series of blows was then repeated. The bars were examined immediately. Total sum . . . -19° 25'. The bars were returned to the wood of equatorial plane, lettered end upwards. The bars were shifted to the wood of dip plane, with lettered end downwards, and were struck heavily with the geological hammer swung out horizontally to arm's length, each bar three times. They were examined immediately.
It appears that the greatest amount of magnetism is about +530°, and this requires a heavy blow; but it is nearly or quite indifferent whether the bars are supported on stone or on wood, and whether the blow is given by an iron hammer or a wooden mallet. This amount of magnetism, the bars lying with tendency 0, is diminished in one or two days by about one-fifth part, and is scarcely diminished further in thirty days. The loss of magnetism is not greater when the bars, instead of lying with tendency 0, are placed in a tendency opposite to the magnetism with which they are charged. W hen the charge of magnetism is smaller than the maximum, the diminution in a day or two is nearly in the same proportion.
I t appears also that the effect of violence on the bars while lying with tendency 0 is not completely to destroy the magnetism; and that sometimes the magnetism is actually increased by the violence.
II. Proportions of the Aggregate of Magnetism carried by the different classes of Bars ;
excluding those experiments in which the Bars had been struck while lying with tendency 0. 
